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Expert Oracle Indexing and Access Paths: Maximum Performance for Your DatabaseApress, 2016

	
		Speed up the execution of important database queries by making good choices about which indexes to create. Choose correct index types for different scenarios. Avoid indexing pitfalls that can actually have indexes hurting performance rather than helping. Maintain indexes so as to provide consistent and predictable query response over...
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Sams Teach Yourself Android Application Development in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Android is the world's #1 mobile development platform, and with the new Android 3.0, it's becoming as popular for tablets as it is for smartphones. If you are a beginner, in just 24 lessons of one hour or less, this friendly, full-color book will help you master modern Android development. You can build a fully-featured app from...
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GUI Design for Android AppsApress, 2014

	GUI Design for Android Apps is the perfect—and concise—introduction for mobile app developers and designers. Through easy-to-follow tutorials, code samples, and case studies, the book shows the must-know principles for user-interface design for Android apps running on the Intel platform, including...
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Android Application Development for the Intel PlatformApress, 2014

	The number of Android devices running on Intel processors has increased since Intel and Google announced, in late 2011, that they would be working together to optimize future versions of Android for Intel Atom processors. Today, Intel processors can be found in Android smartphones and tablets made by some of the top manufacturers of Android...
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Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10: Music, Movies, and TV for PCs, Tablets, and PhonesApress, 2015

	Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10 enables you to unleash the entertainment potential of your Windows 10 PC, tablet, or phone—or any combination of the three! Learn how to stream movies and TV shows, manage your media collection, purchase new media, and upload your music collection to the cloud.


	Make your...
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Kidney Failure Explained (Class Health)Class Publishing, 2002

	This is a book about kidney failure. It has been written

	primarily for people with kidney failure. But, as any

	partner, friend or family member of a kidney patient

	knows, kidney failure is a family business. ‘They’ also

	usually want to know as much as possible (sometimes

	even more than the patient) about the...
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Windows For Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2013

	Just for you--Windows 8 from the tablet user's perspective


	If you're an experienced Windows user, you don't need a guide to everything that Windows 8 can do, just to those tools and functions that work on your tablet. And so here it is. This new book zeros in on what you need to know to work best on your tablet...
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TouchDevelop: Programming on the GoApress, 2013

	"The book is great! It's clear and easy to read, with loads of examples that showed my students what to do."       

	

	-- Larry Snyder, Emeritus Professor, University of Washington, Department of Computer Science and Engineering

	

	“Having the TouchDevelop book...
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Building Apps for the Universal Windows Platform: Explore Windows 10 Native, IoT, HoloLens, and XamarinApress, 2017

	
		Develop Windows 10 applications faster and more efficiently using the Universal Windows Platform. You will use Xamarin to create apps for macOS, iOS, and Android devices.

	
		Building Apps for the Universal Windows Platform is a complete guide covering PCs, tablets, phones, and other devices such as HoloLens. You...
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Multimedia Systems, Standards, and NetworksCRC Press, 2000
"Describes ITU H H.323 and H.324, H.263, ITU-T video, and MPEG-4 standards, systems, and coding; IP and ATM networks; multimedia search and retrieval; image retrieval in digital laboratories; and the status and direction of MPEG-7."
We humans, being social creatures, have historically felt the need for increasingly sophisticated means...
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Android Database ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2012


	Today, we live in an increasingly data-centric and data-driven world. We live in a world where companies like Amazon track every item we view and every item we purchase so as to recommend similar products to us. We live in a world where companies like Google store every search query thrown at them so as to recommend better search queries in...
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HTML5 Games Development by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	HTML5 promises to be the hot new platform for online games. HTML5 games work on
	computers, smartphones, and tablets, including iPhones and iPads. Be one of the first
	developers to build HTML5 games today and be ready for tomorrow!


	This book will show you how to use the latest HTML5 and CSS3 web standards to build card
	games,...
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